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This paper presents a lightweight, cost-efficient, wideband, and high-gain 3D printed parabolic reflector antenna in the Ka-band. A
10 λ reflector is printed with polylactic acid- (PLA-) based material that is a biodegradable type of plastic, preferred in 3D printing.
The reflecting surface is made up of multiple stacked layers of copper tape, thick enough to function as a reflecting surface (which is
found 4mm). A conical horn is used for the incident field. A center-fed method has been used to converge the energy in the
broadside direction. The proposed antenna results measured a gain of 27.8 dBi, a side lobe level (SLL) of −22 dB, and a
maximum of 61.2% aperture efficiency (at 30GHz). A near-field analysis in terms of amplitude and phase has also been
presented which authenticates the accurate spherical to planar wavefront transformation in the scattered field.

1. Introduction

For long-distance wireless communication, for example,
radio astronomy, satellite, radar, and microwave links,
high-gain antennas are proffered. Parabolic reflectors and
antennas designed with planar array theory fulfill the
demand and being used in these applications for decades.
Due to the presence of feeding structure in the planar array
antennas, losses are generated due to conductor, dielectric,
and undesired radiations from the corner bends which
degrades the antenna performance. On the other hand,
parabolic reflector uses spatial-fed method that overcomes
the problem of feeding network and exhibits higher aperture
efficiency as well as wider bandwidth. The only disadvantage
in the reflector is its minimum beam scanning ability but still
parabolic reflectors are being used in many applications due
to their numerous advantages.

Parabolic reflector works on the principle of geometrical
optics (GO) and physical optics (PO). It consists of two main
parts, the feed and a reflecting surface. The feed is placed
away from the reflector at the focal point. In transmit mode,
the incident spherical wave from the feed is converted to pla-
nar wave-front while in receiving mode this planar wave-
front is converted back into spherical wave. In this way, the

energy is converged at the focal point of the reflector. In
[1], a high-gain corner reflector is designed, where it is men-
tioned that the effect of antenna gain is mainly dependent on
the angle of the corner. In the first part of [2], a detailed prin-
ciple of the center-fed parabolic reflector is described, while
in the second part, several practical feeds are discussed for
these parabolic antennas. A theoretical analysis of the radiat-
ing properties of high-gain and low cross-polarized center-
fed paraboloid reflector and the hyperboloid lens is described
in [3]. The radiating mechanism of an off-axis feed reflector
antenna with the help of computing various components of
the field, aperture radiations, and direct feed radiation is dis-
cussed in [4]. In center-fed reflectors, due to the physical
presence of the feed at the focal point, the reflected waves
are blocked which degrades the antenna performance. To
solve this problem, few alternative feeding methods are
described in the literature such as offset feeding [5] and Cas-
segrain reflector [6] where the feed is behind the main reflect-
ing surface.

In [7], the performance of reflector antenna is analyzed
due to variation of the focal point. Several other reflector
antennas are described in [8–12]. To make the coverage
possible at multiple locations using a single reflector, multi-
feed and multibeam method is used, where a cluster of feeds
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are used to excite reflector surface currents, so for this pur-
pose, a study on optimizing the performance of the feed is
presented in [10]. The phase center of the feed cluster is
aligned in a circular arc, passing through the phase center
of the central feed at the focal point. It is important to
mention here that when the feed phase center does not
coincide with the focal point of the reflector, phase errors
are generated that reduces the antenna performance. So,
due to different edge tapering at the reflector, as well as the
misalignment of the feed phase centers with the focal point,
feed performance optimization is important.

It has been observed in the literature that the main
disadvantage of parabolic reflector technology is its mini-
mum beam scanning ability. To overcome this problem,
several designs exist in literature in the recent years, which
has resulted in ±50° beam scanning off the broadside [11–14].

In the recent years, 3D printing technology is exhibiting
great potential in terms of lightweight and cost efficiency,
when used in various applications. In [15–17], several 3D
printed antennas are designed and fabricated operating at
millimetre wave to terahertz frequency bands, using two
different printing technologies: binder jetting/sintering on
316L stainless steel and the selective laser melting (SLM)
on Cu–15Sn. In [18, 19], different microwave devices and
guiding structure are designed using 3D printing technology.
In [20], an offset-fed dual band 3D printed circularly polar-
ized stepped reflector has been designed and measured. The
antenna size is 400mm× 400mm, with a maximum thick-
ness of 16.4mm. The antenna is designed with 4 cofocal
paraboloids with focal length varying in 15mm, making a
path difference of 2 to 3 wavelengths from 20GHz to
30GHz. It is mentioned that the stepped reflector results in
broader antenna bandwidth, while, due to the 4 planar steps
in the stepped reflector, the reflector antenna resembles more
with reflectarray than the conventional parabolic reflector.
The total antenna weight is 0.9 kg.

It is observed that although a 3D printed dual-band
stepped reflector has already been designed with planar
reflecting surfaces, designing an efficient and lightweight
parabolic reflector with 3D printing still remains a challenge
due to its curved surface. As we know, at the higher frequency
bands, the surface roughness in the parabolic reflector creates
phase errors that degrade the antenna performance, if para-
bolic surface is not accurately fabricated. In this paper, a
new high-gain, lightweight, and cost-efficient 3D printed
parabolic reflector antenna is proposed in the Ka-band. The
reflecting surface is made of stacked layers of copper tape
with a conductor thickness of 4mm. The proposed antenna
results in wider matching bandwidth, gain bandwidth, and
higher aperture efficiency.

2. Conventional and Proposed 3D Printed
Parabolic Reflector

Parabolic reflector consists of two main parts: the feed and
a reflecting surface, as shown in Figure 1. The feed is
placed at the focal point coinciding the feed phase center.
It generates spherical waves that travel towards the reflecting
surface. The incident waves are reflected back towards the

aperture plane converting the spherical wavefront to planar
wavefront, as shown in Figure 1.

2.1. Linearly Polarized Feed.A linearly polarized conical horn
is designed and fabricated to be used as a feed. The feed
model is shown in Figure 2. The feed performance is
optimized in terms of having wider matching bandwidth,
minimum phase center variation versus frequency, and
symmetrical radiation patterns in both E- and H-planes.
The symmetrical radiation pattern helps in resulting lower
cross polarization from the reflector antenna. The feed
radiation pattern is symmetrical in both planes, until
−20 dB from the peak. The simulated performance of the feed
is shown in Figures 3, 4, 5, and 6. An edge tapering of −10dB
is considered that results in F/D=0.38. The half-subtended
angle is calculated using (1) and found 55°. To analyze the
expected aperture efficiency from this particular feed, the
feed pattern is assumed as a cosine distribution, as shown
in (2). The exponent “n” is found 4, which fits well with the
radiation pattern. The aperture efficiency is calculated, which
is obtained by the product of multiple efficiencies, as shown
in (3), where εs is spillover, εt is tapering, εp is phase, εx is
polarization, εr is the random phase error due to reflector
surface, and εb is the feed blockage efficiency. It has been
observed that the spillover and tapering efficiencies con-
tribute the most in resulting aperture efficiency, while all
other efficiencies are considered as 1. The spillover and
tapering efficiency is calculated using (4) and (5). The
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Figure 1: Basic principle of the parabolic reflector.
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Figure 2: A Ka-band conical horn model used as a feed in the
proposed 3D printed reflector antenna.
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highest possible aperture efficiency from this feed is
expected 69%, as shown in Figure 7.
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2.2. 3D Printed Reflector Model. A diameter of 10λ parabolic
reflector is designed using PLA-based plastic material, where
hexagonal-shaped filling is used, which makes the design
lightweight but still mechanically very strong to handle, as
shown in Figure 8. The total weight of the proposed antenna
is 0.2 kg. The reflecting surface is made up of copper tape.
During the measurements, it has been observed that
using a single layer of copper tape did not act as a
completely reflecting surface but a partially transmitting
surface due to skin depth of the waves at this frequency
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Figure 3: Simulated reflection coefficient magnitude versus
frequency of the feed.
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Figure 4: Simulated realized gain versus frequency of the feed.
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Figure 5: Simulated feed phase center versus frequency.
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Figure 6: Simulated radiation pattern of the feed in E-plane and
H-plane at 30GHz.
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band. In the measurement, a higher signal penetration is
observed than the reflection. To solve this problem, mul-
tiple rounds of measurements are taken by making the
reflecting surface thicker and thicker. When the reflecting
surface thickness went over 3mm, the measurements
started making agreement with the simulations. So, for
the safe end, the reflecting surface is made up of thick-
ness of 4mm for taking the final measurements, and
the results are presented in this paper.

2.3. Simulated and Measured Results. Near-field measure-
ments are taken which provide a maximum far-field scan
angle of ±30°. Through near-field, aperture fields are mea-
sured which are further used to calculate far-field radiation
patterns. As the scan angle is bounded by ±30°, so field
varying around the main beam, and in the first couple of side
lobes, is captured but the prediction about the far away side
lobes and back lobes cannot be predicted with this scan angle.
The selection of this particular scan angle is limited to

the available measurement resources in our university.
The transformation from near-field to far-field is achieved
automatically by the used Agilent network analyzer, using
Fourier transformation. The measured antenna performance
is compared with simulation, in terms of reflection coefficient
shown in Figure 9, realized gain and aperture efficiency
shown in Figure 10, the E-plane radiation patterns shown
in Figure 11, and the H-plane radiation patterns shown in
Figure 12, which result in reasonable agreement. The pro-
posed antenna results in measured matching bandwidth of
13.34% (while the threshold of −10 dB is considered), the
highest measured gain of 27.8 dBi, almost a constant gain in
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Figure 7: Simulated aperture efficiency versus half subtended angle
of the reflector.

Figure 8: A picture of the fabricated 3D printed reflector antenna.
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Figure 9: Simulated and measured reflection coefficient magnitude
versus frequency from the proposed reflector.
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Figure 10: Simulated and measured gain versus frequency from the
proposed reflector.
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the whole frequency band (varying within 0.5 dBi), SLL of
−22 dB in the E-plane, and the highest aperture efficiency of
61.2% (at 30GHz). It is also important to mention that in
the above feed analysis section, we have observed that the
expected highest aperture efficiency is 69% while the mea-
sured is 61.2%. This difference between simulation and mea-
surements is because of either feed and cable blockage or
focal point and feed phase center misalignment or due to
the edge diffraction or their accumulation. The proposed
3D printed reflector antenna exhibits high gain, wider
matching and gain bandwidth, and low cost. The proposed

antenna is broadband, lightweight, easier in fabrication,
and cost-efficient. The proposed antenna performance is
summarized in Table 1. The performance of the proposed
antenna is also compared with [20] and summarized
in Table 2.

2.4. Near-Field Analysis. One basic principle of reflector
antenna is to convert the incident spherical wavefront from
the feed to planar wavefront in the scattered field or vice
versa. So, to authenticate this conversion, near-field analysis
is performed in terms of incident, total, and scattered field.
The incident electric field and total field distributions are
not shown here for brevity but only the scattered field
results are presented. As the incident field is Y-polarized,
so the copolar scattered field amplitude and phase distribu-
tion will authenticate the accurate wavefront transforma-
tion. The copolar scattered field amplitude and phase
distribution taken at a plane z=45mm (behind the feed
not to include the feed errors) are shown in Figures 13
and 14, those not only verify the amplitude tapering from
center to the edge of reflector but also the copolar scattered
field phase distribution, which is constant. These results
exhibit that the incident spherical wavefront is converted
to planar wavefront.

3. Conclusion

This paper has presented a lightweight, cost-efficient, and
high-gain 3D printed parabolic reflector antenna in the
Ka-band. A reflector diameter of 10λ has been designed
and fabricated using polylactic acid- (PLA-) based plastic
material. The reflecting surface is made up of multiple
stacked layers of copper tape, thick enough to function
as a reflecting surface (which is found 4mm). During the
study, it has been observed that for a 3D printed reflector
design, a thick copper layer is more suitable for obtaining
accurate antenna performance than a thin copper layer,
due to the skin depth phenomenon at this frequency band.
A conical horn has been used for the incident field, which
further generates the surface currents at the reflector. A
center-fed method has been used to converge the energy
in the broadside direction and to achieve minimum cross
polarization. The proposed antenna has resulted in a mea-
sured gain of 27.8 dBi, a side lobe level (SLL) of −22 dB,
and the highest aperture efficiency of 61.2% (at 30GHz).
A near-field analysis in terms of amplitude and phase
has also been presented that has authenticated the incident
spherical wavefront converted to planar wavefront in the
scattered field.
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Figure 11: Simulated and measured E-plane radiation patterns
from the proposed 3D printed reflector antenna at 30GHz.
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Figure 12: Simulated and measured H-plane radiation patterns
from the proposed 3D printed reflector antenna at 30GHz.

Table 1: The proposed 3D printed reflector antenna measured
performance at 30GHz.

Measured
Impedance
BW (%)

Max gain
(dBi)

1 dB gain
BW (%)

SLL
(dB)

εap
(%)

Proposed 13.4 27.8 13.4 −22 61.2
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